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Your safety is our business – an introduction to 

esz AG calibration & metrology 

 

Safety is the determined key principle that drives esz AG calibration & metrology. Industrial 

calibration and repair for test and measurement equipment including an exclusive, comple-

menting service offering characterize esz AG’s field of business. Bavarias ministry of econom-

ics recognized esz AG for outstanding business performance among Bavaria’s leading organi-

zations.  

 

esz AG tie back to the year 1976 when today’s Chairman of the Supervisory Board of Directors, Sieg-

fried Fleischmann, incorporated esz AG calibration & metrology as a repair shop for test and meas-

urement equipment. Ever since, esz AG grew in a structured, organized and organic manner into what 

is known as Europe’s leading calibration and metrology laboratory. Side by side with esz AG’s founder 

Siegfried Fleischmann the managing board consists of Oliver Fleischmann, Head of Finance & Opera-

tions, Philip Fleischmann, Chief Technological Officer and Head of Metrology and Bodo Seewald, 

Head of Sales & Marketing. To date and with headquarters in Eichenau, Germany, more than 140 em-

ployees and branch offices in Nuremberg, Karlsruhe, Steinfurt, Berlin (Germany) Vienna (Austria) and 

Budapest (Hungary), esz AG calibration & metrology remain a family owned and operated enterprise.   

 

Industrial calibration for test and measurement equipment best describes esz AG’s field of business. 

esz AG cover over 95% of the existing measurement quantities including more than 200 accredited 

measurement quantities (AC/DC, resistance, radio frequency, time and frequency, thermodynamics, 

fiber optics, et al.) – a unique feature that turns esz AG into Europe’s leading calibration laboratory. esz 

AG is accredited since 1997 (D-K-15019-01-00, DIN EN ISO/IEC 17025:2005). The scope of service 

includes complementing add-ons such as pick-up and delivery service, on-site calibration, test and 

measurement equipment repair, adjustment, test equipment management software, customized solu-

tions and individual assessment, evaluation and advice. Highly educated people and continuous train-

ing form the base for ambitious projects and successful implementation at esz AG.  

 

With an annual turnover of 10 Million Euros (2015) esz AG calibration & metrology is considered a 

heavyweight among fellow calibration laboratories. In 2011 the Bavarian ministry of economics recog-

nized esz AG calibration & metrology naming the company “Bavaria’s Best 50”. The award reflects 

outstanding business performance, growth and being a highly innovative, most modern workplace.  

 



 

The ability to think outside the box alongside an outstanding, exclusive scope of service and cost trans-

parency characterizes esz AG calibration & metrology. Market leaders rely on esz AG’s highly profes-

sional, customer oriented service and outstanding quality. 

 

esz AG is setting the standard by introducing trend-setting developments such as a standardized cali-

bration software for calibration laboratories or the World’s first industrial AC/DC-Josephson- Quantum 

Voltmeter, yet to be turned into a Josephson-Quantum-Calibrator. In October 2016, esz AG calibration 

& metrology hosted the third “Munich Calibration Day“ – an esz initiative to spur a dialogue among the 

industry’s leaders. 
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